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A Fruitful Harvest
Amidst Hot Temperatures
With temperatures reaching peaks of 38.4oC, this was not an easy summer for
farming and extra attention was required to ensure that grapes at Fra Brettel’s
Vineyard were harvested in peak condition.
Potential problems such as prevailing winds and fungal diseases were easily
kept under control; this facilitated the yielding of healthy grapes. Nevertheless,
temperatures remained high this summer, with not much of a difference between
day and night temperatures. This proved to be stressful to white vine varieties
because of the high night temperatures which affect the grape aroma and acidity.
However, because the hot summer has induced the grapes at Fra Brettel to ripen
earlier than last year, Moscato and Albarino grapes have already been harvested.
Vermentino and Viogner shall be the next grapes to harvest, as they are high in
sugars and aromas and have also retained good acidity, which will make their
wines fresh and rich in flavour.

Luxury Living
Made Easy with Fulani
Get ready to be amazed by the latest residential development by Fulani Properties – the new Costa Rica Apartments in
Ħaż-Żebbug, Malta. The development consists of four garages at semi-basement level and two maisonettes at elevated
ground floor, a total of six, two bedroom apartments on first floor, second floor and third floor and an overlying penthouse.
The units have an area in the region of 100m2 to 138m2
and the penthouse measures 199m2. All units are very
well lit – with front and back terraces and double glazing
apertures. The contemporary design featured on the façade
reflects in the apartments’ layouts.
Residential units are being sold fully finished, excluding
internal doors and bathrooms, and will be fully completed
by the first week of September 2017. The Architect
responsible for the project is Perit Colin Zammit of Maniera
Group. For further information please call Mathieu on (+356)
7947 8478 or send an email to Mcilia@Famalco.Net
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Domino’s Malta
is Ready for
your Order
“Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common
vision. The ability to direct individual accomplishments
toward organisational objectives. It is the fuel that allows
common people to attain uncommon results.”- Andrew Carnegie

When your values are clear to you,
making decisions becomes easier.
- Roy E. Disney -

New Recruits in August 2017
As Domino’s opening date nears, the management’s order
of work for the month of August has been to build a strong
professional team. Following a rigorous recruitment campaign
and induction, Malta’s first Domino’s team is now ready for
anything and is prepared to take the country by storm.
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They are currently busy with their first clients, the Famalco
Group Employees, as they close their two weeks of ‘Mock
Rush’ in preparation for the Monday 4th September opening.
Are you as excited as we are?

KTM in Hot
Pursuit of the Podium
2017 is proving to be a successful year for those riding KTM, an impressive proof of the mastery skill of the riders, and a
fitting testament to the high level of technical competence of the KTM motorcycles. The year kicked off with the
annual Dakar rally, an extraordinary two-week event plagued by weather extremities with an altitude up to 4,500
metres. Despite the rough conditions, KTM managed to make it to the podium for the 16th consecutive year, this time
with Sam Sunderland, Matthias Walkner and Gerard Farres Guell completing a thorough KTM podium in Buenos Aires.
Accomplishments by individual bikers forming part of the Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team during this year have
been numerous, with Marvin Musquin capturing his first ever 450SX victory at round six of the 2017 AMA supercross
championship in Arlington, Texas, whilst Ryan Dungey won his third consecutive AMA 450 Supercross world championship
aboard his KTM 450SX-F Factory Edition.
Alfredo Gomez too secured the biggest win of his career by
emerging triumphant at the 2017 Erzberg Rodeo Red Bull
Hare Scramble aboard his KTM 300EXC. These achievements
highlight KTM’s strength at the front of the field and are
testament to the riders’ supreme talent as much as a
confirmation of the work ethic of the Red Bull KTM Factory
Racing Team and the KTM Research and Development
Department.

FASTPART Italia S.R.L. Makes
Way for Further Growth
Whilst spending a few days of vacation in Malta, we managed to
meet up with Mr Toni Catania, Fastpart’s founder and Managing
Director, to ask him about his experience, the company and its future.
“Way back in 2002, I was introduced to the truck and trailer
aftermarket industry where I held the role of Area General Manager
over the Sicilian market for a distribution company. With a high
degree of commitment throughout the years we made sure that
growth was constant both in terms of our offering and also in terms
of our client base.
Having accumulated over twelve years of industry experience, I felt
confident that I could venture into running my own business and
actually in the year 2014, I decided to set up Fastpart Italia S.R.L.
with our first outlet in my home town of Catania, Sicily. Being an
independent operation, Fastpart has identified the opportunity
to affiliate with one of the world’s leading names in the industry,
namely EuroPart, which already had a presence in over 25 countries
and a network of 300 outlets. After numerous meetings, our business
plan submission was approved and we were entrusted with the
territory coverage over the Sicilian market”
Today Fastpart is a one stop solution for all logistics fleet operators and mechanical workshops catering both Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) parts, to mention a few being: Iveco, DAF, Mercedes, MAN, Scania, Volvo and others together
with non-OEM parts under the EuroPart brand. In addition to OEM and non-OEM parts, Fastpart also stocks what are commonly
known as Tier 1 supplier brands, like Wabco, LUK, Jost, Haldex, Mahle and other premium brands. Something worth mentioning
is that Famalco Group’s Fahrenheit Freight Forwarders is a regular client of Fastpart Italia.
Having opened another Fastpart branch in Palermo in 2015, Mr Toni Catania is excited for the future of the company as he
aspires to follow a sustainable growth strategy in expanding geographically and extending their retail network throughout
Northern Italy.
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Taking time off
the Famalco Way

Faceworks’s dinner at Wied il-Għajn

Warehouse & Fruitland’s Boat Party

Coldwell Banker’s Appreciation Lunch
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